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Abstract. By using supercompact reflection and preservation lemmas for ran-

dom real forcing and cr-centred forcing, we obtain a model in which every

normal Moore space is submetrizable, but not every normal Moore space is

metrizable.

In [DTWi, DTW2] we demonstrated that Cohen and random real forcing
preserve various topological properties, and used these "preservation lemmas"
to establish topological reflection theorems, assuming the consistency of a su-
percompact cardinal. Here we shall engage in a similar exploration of cr-centred

forcing. The main result we prove is

Theorem 1. Suppose it is consistent that there is a supercompact cardinal. Then

it is consistent that every normal Moore space is submetrizable, but that there
exists both a normal nonmetrizable Moore space and a countably paracompact
Moore space that is not submetrizable.

A space is submetrizable if it has a weaker metrizable topology. Adding
supercompact many Cohen or random reals gives a model in which every normal
Moore space—in fact every countably paracompact Moore space [T2, Bu]—is
metrizable [DTWi, N] and hence submetrizable.

The model for Theorem 1 is a simple one: let k be supercompact and force
with the usual finite support iteration £P of a- centred partial orders to establish

p = k (or, equivalently [B], MA(or-centred)+2No = k) . It is well known that p >

Ni implies there is a ß-set implies there is a normal nonmetrizable Moore space
(see, e.g., [Tj]). Also from a ß-set, one gets a countably paracompact Moore

space which is not submetrizable [WFR, Ri]. Reed and Zenor [RZ] proved
that every normal Moore space of size < 2N° is submetrizable. Very recently, a

consistent example of a normal Moore space which is not submetrizable has been
constructed [STW]. Our plan is to build a model for p = 2^° > Ni in which

enough reflection will hold so that the submetrizability of all normal Moore
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spaces of cardinality < 2N° will imply the submetrizability of all normal Moore
spaces. As the reader of [DTWi] knows, the key to proving such reflection

results is to prove preservation lemmas for the partial order j(3s)/3> (assuming

that it is defined), where 3s is the partial order forced with, and j is an

elementary embedding with critical point k obtained from a supercompact k .
It is relatively easy to prove that cr-centred forcing preserves nonsubmetrizablity

of normal Moore spaces (Lemma 3), which is the preservation lemma one might

expect to need in this context. The problem however is that j(3>)/3} is not cr-

centred, but only an iteration of cr-centred partial orders. The way I originally

dealt with this problem was elegantly corrected and simplified by Alan Dow,
who proved Lemma 2.

Definition. An a-stage iteration 3° with finite support and typical stage 3sß+i =

a°ß*eß is an absolute a-centred iteration if in any forcing extension, for ß < a,

\\-ß eß is cr-centred.

Any iteration of cr-centred partial orders one is liable to come across will

almost certainly be absolute, but one can cook up examples of nonabsolute

ones by, for example, defining q < q' iff CH, for all q, q' e Sß .

Lemma 2. Suppose 0(X) is preserved by a-centred forcing. Let k be a cardinal.

Suppose there is a partial order 31 which forces k < 2N° and which preserves

both O(Z) and ~ <S>(X). Then O(X) is preserved by finite support K-stage

absolute a-centred iterations.

Proof. Let 3s be a finite support /c-stage absolute cr-centred iteration. Sup-

pose 3* does not preserve Q>(X). Then 3s x 31 does not preserve 4>(X).

Then neither does 92x3°. But 32 forces that k < 2N°, while 3 is still a
finite support K-stage iteration of cr-centred partial orders, so 31 forces 3s
is cr-centred, since it is well known (proved by the same method that proves
the product of < 2N° separable spaces is separable) that the finite support it-
eration of < 2H° cr-centred partial orders is cx-centred. But then we have a

contradiction.

Remark. Note that the requirements on preservation of O and ~ 0 are not

actually symmetric; we only need 32 preserves O(X) over the ground model,

but we need 31 preserves ~ O over V& .

Thus a property <t>(X) preserved by cr-centred forcing will be preserved

by K-stage absolute cr-centred iteration if we can find some way of adding k

reals (or, for that matter, collapsing k to co\) that preserves both <b(X) and
~ <J>(X). Submetrizability is preserved by any extension; we shall show that

nonsubmetrizability of first countable spaces is preserved by adding random

reals (Lemma 4, below). I do not have a direct proof that Cohen reals preserve,
but it follows from Lemma 2 that they do, since Cohen real forcing is obviously
an absolute cr-centred iteration. Let us also observe that the usual /c-stage
iteration 3° forcing p - k is also an absolute cr-centred iteration. A typical

stage 33a+\ = 3a * Sa, where, in V30«, W is a collection of subsets of co

with every finite intersection infinite, Sa consists of {(H,??): H e [co]<0),
ßr e [W]<0)} , where (H' ,%")<(H,%f) if H' 2 H, <%" 2 St, and for each
Ce<f, H' - C = H - C. Note that without loss of generality, we may take

the first components to actually be in V, rather than just names for elements
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of V. Note that a nice ^a-name W for a collection of subsets of co will still

be a ^a-name for a collection of subsets of co after we do some forcing over

V, and if 3>a forced it to have every finite intersection infinite, it still will do

so. Any finite number of conditions with the same first element have a lower
bound, regardless of what model we are in, so we get the required absoluteness.

It is also easy to see that if k is the critical point of j, then 3s is indeed an
initial segment of j(3). It follows that j(3)/3 is also an absolute cr-centred
iteration. Of course we are being somewhat sloppy—what we really mean is that

if we force with 3s over any model of ZFC, then in the resulting extension, the

interpretation of j(3)/3 will be an absolute a-centred iteration.

Let us briefly review the scheme for applying supercompact reflection in the
case at hand. For details, see [DTWi]. We claim that in Va" every normal
Moore space is submetrizable. Let X be a normal Moore space of cardinality
X. We take j(tc) > X sufficiently large and consider the copy j"X, which is a

subspace of j(X) in M-i^l. It is a normal Moore space since j(X) is and that

property is hereditary. Its cardinality is < 2N° so it is submetrizable. There-
fore it and X are submetrizable in Vj^ . It suffices to show that j(3s)/3

preserves nonsubmetrizability; by Lemma 2 it therefore suffices to show that
cr-centred forcing and random real forcing both preserve nonsubmetrizability.

The cr-centred case is straightforward, so we do it first. For the random real

one, we shall assume some familiarity with the Boolean approach to forcing, as

in, e.g., [J],
For normal Moore spaces there is a characterization [R2] of submetrizability

which is easy to work with: there is a a -disjoint separating open cover. An open

cover ^ is said to be separating if for each x, {x} = f){U e%f: x e U} .

Lemma 3. a-centred forcing preserves nonsubmetrizability of normal Moore

spaces.

Proof. Let 3 = (P, <> be a-centred, i.e., P = \Jn<wPn , each F e [P„]<a has

a lower bound in P. Let [&{k, a): k < co, a < \X\} , 1t{k, a)r\W{k, ß) = 0
for a ¿ ß, be a cr-disjoint separating open cover in the extension; we shall
produce such a cover in the ground model. We shall let elements of the ground

model be names for themselves in the extension. Let

Wnka = IJ{F: V is open and (3p e P„)(p lh V ç &(k, a))}.

Claim W = {Wnka: n,k < œ, a < \X\} is the desired cover. It is certainly

an open cover since ^ is. Claim Wnka n Wnka, = 0 for a ^ a'. For if

x e Wnka n Wnka,, there are p, p' e P„ and open V ç Wnka and V ç Wnka,,

both containing x, such that p lh V ç W(k, a) and p' lh V ç &(k, a'). Take

p" below p and p'. Then p" lh x e &(k, a)n^(k ,a'),a contradiction. Next,
to show W is separating, given x ^ y, there are n , k, a, p, V such that

peP„ and p\=xeV ç &(k ,a)&y i 1¿(k, a). Then y <£ Wnka, else there
would be a p' e P„ forcing y e %(k, a). But p' is compactible with p, a

contradiction.

Lemma 4. Suppose X is a first countable space in V. If X is submetrizable in

some random real extension, it is submetrizable in V.

Proof. As noted by Alan Dow, it suffices to prove this for adjoining more than

\X\ random reals, since, as observed earlier, submetrizability is preserved by
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forcing. Denote by 3~(G) the topology 3" generates in the extension. Suppose

S? ç 3~(G) such that (X, 5") is metrizable. As will be seen shortly, we want

S? to have a non-Archimedean metric, i.e., d(x, z) < ma\{d(x, y), d(y, z)}

for all x, y, z e X. Since X is forced to have cardinality < 2N°, it suffices

to establish that all metrizable spaces of cardinality < 2^° are strongly zero-
dimensional, for then their large inductive dimension =0 [E, 7.3.1] and hence

they have non-Archimedean metrics [E, 7.3.F]. By [E, 6.2.4] it suffices to show

that if A, B c X are such that there is an /: X -> [0, 1] such that f(A) ç
{0} and f(B) ç {1}, then there is a clopen U D A, UnB = 0. But take
re[0,l]-f"X and let U = f~l([0, r)) = f~l([0, r]).

Without loss of generality we will take a non-Archimedean metric d for
(X, 3*) such that d(x, y) < 1 for all x, y e X. Now define in V,

&,y)--£«M"->->>1"*2"
neN

where N = œ - {0} , p is the measure on the measure algebra, say 3§K , that

we are forcing with, and ||4>|| denotes the Boolean value of the statement O.

We shall use -h, •, Y, > tl t0 denote the Boolean operations. Claim p is a
metric on X such that the topology it induces is weaker than 3~, i.e., (X, 3~)

is submetrizable. Certainly p is symmetric and p(x, x) = 0. p(x, y) = 0

implies x = y since x ^ y implies \\d(x, y) > 0|| = 1. To prove the trian-

gle inequality, note that since d is non-Archimedean, d(x, z) > l/n implies

d(x, y) > l/n or d(y, z) > l/n, so

IId(x, z) > l/n\\ < \\d(x,y) > l/n\\ + \\d(x, z) > l/n\\.

Then

p(\\d(x, z) > 1/nll) < P(\\d(x,y) > l/n\\ + \\d(y, z) > l/n\\)

<p(\\d(x,y)>l/n\\) + p(\\d(y,z)>l/n\\).

Thus,

srp(\\d(x,z)>l/n\\)     srp(\\d(x,y)>l/n\\)     v p(\\d(y, z) > l/n\\)
2-, 2" - ¿—i 2" *-' 2" '
n€N n€N n€N

i.e., p(x, z) < p(x, y) + p(y, z), which was to be proved.

Finally, suppose F is closed in the topology induced by p. Claim F is

closed in 3~. It suffices to show that if x e F in ¿T, then p(x, F) = 0.

x e F in y implies there is a sequence {x„}n<(a from F converging to x in

y. Then {x„}n<co -* x in 3~(G). Then {xn}n<w -» x in S* so without loss

of generality 11 h d(x, x„) -> 0, so for every A: e N,

||(3H)(Vm>«)(i7(x„,,x)<l/K)|| = l,

so
J2 H\\d(xm,x)<l/k\\ = l.
n€N m>n

Fix e > 0 and pick i such that £„>, 1/2" < e/2. Pick ;' such that

p(£Jl\\à{xm,x)<l/i\\)>l-e/2.
n<j m>n
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Note that for p < j,

n
m>p

d(xm ,X)<-

m>j

d(xm ,x)<-r

so

En
n<jm>n

d(xm, X) < -n
m>j

Thus,

\,m>j

d(xm , X) < -j

d(xm ,x)<-

>!-§.

So, for each m> j, p(\\d(xm , x) < l/i\\) > 1 - e/2, and hence

p(\\d(xm,x)>l/i\\)<e/2.

But for any m, in particular for m > j and i,

E
n&N

p(\\d(xm,x) > \/n\\) _ ^ p(\\d(xm,x)> l/n\\)

2"
= E

n<m

+ E
n>m

2"

p(\\d(xm,x) > \/n\

2"

Now

p(\\d(xm,x)> l/n\

2" ¿E
n<i

p(\\d(xm,x)>l/i\\)

2"

d(xm ,x)> 7 K
so

p(\\d(xm,x)> l/n\\)     e     e _

2" <2 + 2~   •
/tev

thus indeed {x„}n<0) -»• x in the /^-topology, so /»(x, F) = 0.

Remark. In [DTW2] we showed that if supercompact many Cohen or random

reals are adjoined to a model of set theory, then first countable spaces are metriz-

able if all their subspaces of size less than 2N° are. That proof used the char-

acterization of metrizable spaces as collectionwise normal Moore spaces. Our
methods here provide a different proof for the random real case. Follow the
scheme of the proof of Lemma 4 but assume S? = 3~(G). It remains to show

that a set F closed in 3~ is p-closed. Suppose p(x, F) = 0, claim x e F. It

suffices to show some p lh d(x, F) = 0, for then p lh x € F , since F is closed
in y (G) = S?, and so by absoluteness, x really is in F. If there is no such

p,\\d(x,F)>0\\ = \so

neAT

d(x,F)> -
n

= 1
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Therefore

En
neNyeF

d(x,y)>
1

= 1

Fix e, 0 < e < 1. There is a k € N such that

e n
,l<n<kyeF

Therefore

E* n
l<n<k      \y€F

Then for each y e F,

E*(
l<n<k      K

Now for any y,

Mll¿(*,y)>l/«||)

úf(x,y)>-

d(x,y)> -

d(x,y)>-

> 1-e.

> 1-e.

> 1

E
Kn<k

2"
>- E

\<n<k

= ök E v.

p(\\d(x,y)> l/n\
2k

\<n<k

d(x,y)>- > 2k

But since p(x, F) = 0, there is a y e F such that

so

E
n€N

E
Kn<k

p(\\d(x,y)> l/n\
2"

p(\\d(x,y)> l/n\
2"

<
1

<

2k   '

1-e
2k

a contradiction.
An advantage of this proof over the one in [DTW2] is that it enables us to

prove reflection theorems for different classes of "nearly metrizable" spaces, e.g.,

Theorem 5. If it is consistent that there is a supercompact cardinal, it is consistent

that if a first countable space has all subspaces of size < 2N° semimetrizable, then
it is semimetrizable.

We leave the proof to the reader, as well as the variations using other prop-
erties near metrizability which can be found in §§9 and 10 of [G]. Of course

we have implicitly proved the submetrizable version. I do not see how to prove
that nonsubmetrizability is preserved by random or Cohen extensions, using the
methods of [DTW2]. The problem is that the metrizable topology S? ç 3~(G)
cannot be assumed to have a basis in the ground model. I suspect the method
of defining a function in V from a function in a random real extension may

have other applications; one could also try using integrals instead of sums, e.g.,

d>(x>-jfJo

Mll/(x) > i/'ll dr.
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Note that then

^.fjKUtt»!^,
.   Jo r

for g a nonnegative real-valued function in V. (D. Gautreau observed that ci

may not be defined unless / is forced to be bounded.)
Having established Theorem 1, we give another application of our methods.

The following result originally appeared in an early draft of [T4] but is better
placed here.

Theorem 6. If it is consistent that there is a supercompact cardinal, it is consistent

that
(1) there is a first countable space which is

(a) X-X-collectionwise normal (i.e., discrete collections of < X sets, each of

size < X can be separated) for all X < 2K°,

(b) such that all subspaces of size < 2K° are metrizable,

(c) not collectionwise normal, (and hence)

(d) not metrizable.

But
(2) for any normal space X in which each point has a neighbourhood base

of cardinality < 2N°, if X is countably metacompact, it cannot satisfy both (a)

and (c), while if closed sets are G¿ 's, it cannot satisfy both (b) and (d).

Proof. We use the same model as before. The space in question is constructed

in [vD] from p = 2**°. By the same method as before, it suffices to prove:

Lemma 7. (i) Random (or Cohen) forcing preserves noncollectionwise normality.

(ii) Random (or Cohen) forcing preserves nonmetrizability.

(iii) a-centred forcing preserves noncollectionwise normality in normal count-

ably metacompact spaces.

(iv) a-centred forcing preserves nonmetrizability in perfectly normal spaces.

(i) is proved in [DTW)] and (ii) in [DTW2]. We omit (iii), since it is really
just the proof that screenable normal spaces are collectionwise normal with

respect to countably metacompact closed sets (see, e.g., [T3]). The point is that

the usual argument converts a separation in the extension into a ground model

collection of countably many partial separations with union covering the whole

discrete collection (which may be assumed to consist of closed sets). For (iv),

we proceed exactly as in Lemma 3 to bring down a rj-disjoint collection which

is a base—rather than a separating open cover—in the extension. Claim the

resulting \Jn<co Wn obtained in the ground model will also be a base. Once we

prove that, we will be done, since perfectly normal spaces with cr-disjoint bases

are metrizable [A]. Given then an open S in the ground model, and x e S,

there are p, k , a such that p lh x e &(k, a) ç S. There is an n , a p' < p,

p' e Pn, and an open V such that p' lh x e V ç 1¿(k, a) ç S. But then
x e V ç S ; in fact V ç Wnka ç S. The former inclusion is by definition

of Wnka ; to see the latter, if y e Wnka, there is a p" e Pn and a V such

that p" lh y e V ç <Ù(k, a). Take p'" below p' and p", p'" lh y € V ç

$¿(k, a) Ç S, so y e S.
"Perfectly normal" cannot be weakened to "normal" in (iv): Dow [D] has

shown that p = 2H° > Ni  implies there is a Lindelöf normal first countable
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nonmetrizable space of cardinality 2K°, in which subspaces of size < 2**° are

metrizable. It cannot be weakened to "perfect" either: van Douwen's space

is a Moore space but Fleissner [F] has observed that the adjunction of one
dominating real makes it metrizable. Such adjunction is cr-centred. For the
same reason, "normal" cannot be dropped in (iii).
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